FRIENDS OF TURN MOSS OVER THE MOON WITH £375K Trafford Council INVESTMENT
Friends of Turn Moss are absolutely over the moon to hear the news of Trafford Council's
decision to invest in Turn Moss. The site has been sadly neglected for over a decade. Local
teams' pleas for investment have fallen on deaf ears, the changing rooms are in a sorry state
and with no pitch maintenance the poor drainage means games are often cancelled.
We have always believed Turn Moss can be improved without having to make sacrifices. Thank
you Andrew Western for listening and agreeing with us that Turn Moss deserves better. This is
a giant step forwards and a clear signal of intent.
£375K for new changing rooms and pitch improvements will mean more local people can
enjoy the fields, be healthy and have fun. It will benefit the local teams and it will allow the
Friends of Turn Moss to run more events for the wider community, we believe this wonderful
greenbelt site can be so much more than it is at present.
The benefits of having a responsive Labour-led Trafford Council cannot be overstated. They
have been a pleasure to work with from the moment they gained power in May. We have met
many times with our Councillor Anne Duffield, she has listened patiently to our requests and
worked very hard to ensure the right people understand why a positive change was needed
now.
The love local people have for the fields is well documented, we are excited and delighted we
can now work with our local teams, councillors, Trafford Council and Trafford Leisure to bring
improvements that benefit all. Happy and healthy local communities and solid investment in
green spaces, go hand in hand. Thanks to all those who joined us to save Turn Moss last year,
together we made a difference and ensured the "powers that be" had to listen.

